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Excel is one of the most common data exchange formats used in the world. And one of the 

most used data analysis tools. Yet so few people read the Excel manual to do it rigorously. 

This DigiShape course offered by the Datalab of Van Oord explains you to get the most out of 

Excel, for data storage, data analysis and metadata management.

Excel 2.0 data storage

The most advanced data analysis systems (e.g. hadoop) often exchange data as csv because 

of its simplicity. Excel is the most natural choice to inspect csv files. In addition, often 

manually collected in situ and lab data are also often stored as Excel files. And Excel is the 

default import export file format for many applications. These data may not be Big in terms of 

Volume, but they are Big Data according to the 3V definition: Volume, Velocity, and Variety. 

Manually collected data is often of the main sources for Variety. Especially if not well 

structured. In this course we explain how to store structured data in Excel as if it were a 

professional, normalized SQL database. This is possible since Microsoft moved their 

professional SQL tools into Excel, albeit hidden. IN this course we unlock these tools. Even 

professional Data Modelling - with primary and foreign keys - is now possible in Excel. The 

structured data storage workflow we teach greatly facilitates data analysis outside Excel. It 

allows data to be read directly into data science tools like Pandas, without ever having to 

worry any more about delimiters and header lines.

Excel 2.0 data analysis

Data scientists prefer to work with advanced data analysis tools such as R, python and SQL. 

Excel is generally not considered one of these advanced data analysis tools, and is even 

looked down upon by data scientists. However, recently the Excel core has been replaced with 

a professional SQL cores of Microsoft. That means that Excel itself can now also serve as a 

professional data analysis tool. The only limitation of Excel is the size of the data, 1 million 

rows. Due to this new core we call this course Excel 2.0.

Excel 2.0 metadata management

Being a senior data scientist comes with the responsibility to do project management: manage 

budgets, tasks, deliverables and personnel. But is also comes with the responsibility to 

describe metadata of data, lab equipment, field equipment, vessels, locations and 

measurement campaigns. As the main example in this course we use record keeping in 

administrative lists, a very boring but also very essential task. As a positive side effect, this 

course will help researchers free up time on the administrative side of their jobs, allowing 

them to spend more time on research. 

This course has been given to 500+ employees at Van Oord. Every attendee was positive: 

new Excel employees with no prior Excel knowledge, but especially also the most advanced 

users who erroneously though they knew everything about Excel.
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